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to. the tennis co,urt, 
uous work of the wa THE CHELSEA HOSPITAL .FOR *;WOMEN. wind after 

. room a THE NURSES HOME. 
The Nurses' Home, Chelsea Hospital ' for ' Women, 

Arthur Street, Chelsea, recently visited by the Queen, is a 
delightful example of what such a home should be, and we 
do not wonder that the Nurses, in the public press, have 
made acknowledgement to those friends of the hospital 
who have provided it. 

The hospital is next door neighbour to'.the Chelsea 
Inkmary (now St. Luke's Hospital); the boundhry wall of 
which forms one side of the covered way leading to the 
Home, on the other side, the '' way ".(the flat roof of which 
is supported a t  intervals by pillars) is open t o  the tennis 
ground, a most popular possession uf the hospital which is 
constantly in use, being booked in advance. Roughly it is 

for any Small treasitres, and other caiefully thought out 
details go t.0 the making of as comfortable ahd charming a 
bedroom as heart of nurse could desire. 

There is a plentiful supply of bathrooms-more th@' 
plentiful, indeed, for the present staff-but it is anticipated 
that when the addition to the hospital is completed the 

Nursing Staff will be doubled. The 
staff are also fortunate in having every 
facility for hair shampooing, including 
driers, on each floor ; a small laundry,; 
with porcelain tubs, and electric irons. 

.. 
and driers, where they can launder 
small personal belongings, such as 

I blouses, stockings, &c. ; a room where 
they can make tea, it being under- 
stood that they wash up subsequently, 
and leave everything in order. 

A self-contained flat, the whole of 
which is warmed by central 'heating, 
is provided for sick nurses. Herd the, 
walls are of a soft grey tone, witu +i 
blue band under the'picture rail, and 
the screens and quilts are of a gay 
rose colour, printed with white I haw- 
thorn. 

The Home i s  charming because 
though there is everything that thd 
heart of nurse can desire, and, as the 
Queen said; nothing seems to have been 
forgotten, there is no garishness or 
ostentation, everything is impressed 

.with the mark of. gdod taste. We . congratulate the Ladies Committee 
which has taken so much trouble to  
achieve this result, the Matron, Miss S. 
H. Stevenson, S.R.N., the Secretary, 
Mr. H. Jennings, and last, but not least 
the Nursing Staff on their delightful 
home. 
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